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Contained in this file is a sampling of programs used during the quarter to address the needs of the community in the 

public interest. Public needs were ascertained through general interviews in person, on the telephone, and through 

staff study of local news media including television and print. Respondents represent various ages, locations, 

economic status, ethnic backgrounds, and gender.... The top five (5) issues identified as concerns were as follows: 

life’s adversities, health & wealth, military, alcoholism, minorities. 

 

 

Family Talk   Jan 3, 2020, 6:00 am 
According to mental health experts, 300 million people worldwide suffer from depression every year. On 
this edition, Dr. Tim Clinton discussed  this global struggle with licensed counselor and author, Dr. 
Gregory Jantz. They unpacked how depression can wreck a person's entire life and examined how 
genetics, diet and even technology can affect someone's mental health. 

 
Family Talk   Jan 15, 2020, 6:00 am 
Dr. Tim Clinton sat down with renowned psychiatrist and neuroscientist, Dr. Daniel Amen. Dr. Amen 
talked about his years of studying the brain and identified various threats to our mental health 

 
Family Talk                Feb 25, 2020, 6:00 am 
Dr. Dobson addresses financial stability with author and national radio host, Dave Ramsey. Dave 
described how we can live within our means and highlighted the distinction between a 'want' and a 'need'. 

  
Family Talk   Mar 16, 2020  6:00 am 
 Dr. Tim Clinton sat down with the Secretary of Housing and Urban Development, Dr. Ben Carson to 
discuss how government and faith groups are working together to provide affordable housing and support 
for those who are less fortunate. 
 

Focus on the Family  Mar 19, 2020, 10:00 am 
This was a special broadcast about the coronavirus, featuring Dr. Francis Collins, director of the 
National Institutes of Health.  Dr. Collins shared the facts about COVID-19 and talked about 
understanding this crisis from a perspective of faith, not fear.   


